


• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: Reminder of how many points the card is worth. If the points are positive (green), there will be a description below about why the 
points were awarded—it is not necessary to review these reasons with your learners unless you feel as though they would benefit from further information. 
If the points are negative (red), there will be an explanation as to why the points were taken away—you should discuss with your learners why they think 
points were taken away and then develop a strategy together to win them back. 

• WHY IS THIS WORTH/TAKING AWAY HEALTH POINTS? Explanation as to why points were awarded/taken away.

• WHY IS THIS WORTH/TAKING AWAY KNOWLEDGE POINTS? Explanation as to why points were awarded/taken away.

• ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION: discusses what the activity is; only shows up on Activ(ity) Immunity Break Cards at the end of each life stage.

• ACTIVITY STEPS: gives you some suggested steps on how to perform the activity; only shows up on Activ(ity) Immunity Break Cards at the end of each life 
stage.

HOW TO USE THE EDUCATOR CARD DECK
BACK OF CARDFRONT OF CARD



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +2 Health Points, +2 Knowledge Points 

• WHY IS THIS WORTH HEALTH POINTS? Ty is very lucky to be born in Canada because in general that means they will 
have access to public health care, safe food and clean water, and likely won't be heavily impacted by war or natural 
disasters. Unfortunately, our world is not as fair and equal as it should be and not all countries can offer these things to 
their citizens. 

• WHY IS THIS WORTH KNOWLEDGE POINTS? Ty is lucky they will be raised in Canada as this means they will have access 
to free education until grade 12 and will likely be able to access other knowledge pathways like the internet and college 
for further learning.



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: -1 Health Point, -1 Knowledge Point

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A HEALTH POINT? If Ty’s parents are worried enough by this story to not get the flu shot, they are putting Ty at risk, because 
when pregnant people get the flu, it can harm how the baby forms in the womb.

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A KNOWLEDGE POINT? The information in this story is based on someone’s experience alone, so we can’t trust it in the 
same way we trust science. However, because it used emotions and was from a friend they trusted, Ty’s parents believed the story over science.

• HOW CAN WE GET THE POINTS BACK? 

• Prompting Question: How could we remind Ty’s parents that the flu shot is safe and should be taken when pregnant? How do you get information? 

• Example Answer: Do an Instagram ad, put out pamphlets, or make a website that has all the scientific information about the benefits and the risks 
of getting the flu shot during pregnancy, and the big risk if you don’t get the shot. Have an expert do some myth-busting of the original post and 
posts like it.



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +1 Health Point

• WHY IS THIS WORTH A HEALTH POINT? Unborn babies like Ty don't get much contact with bad germs that make us sick 
because they are still in the womb. Without contact, their bodies can't learn how to fight the bad germs. Luckily, Ty’s 
parent passes along some disease-fighters called Antibodies. Ty will also get some of these Antibodies in breastmilk, if 
their parent can, and wants to, breast-feed. 



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +1 Knowledge Point

• ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION: This activity will have learners act as the disease fighters (the Antibodies) that Ty just got in the womb, fighting against bad germs 
in a new version of Simon Says….Aunty Jenn Says!

• ACTIVITY STEPS:

• Explain that you’re going to play a game of Aunty Jenn says, which is exactly like Simon Says but is about fighting bad germs. Each bad germ that 
Aunty Jenn holds up will be showing off its nametag (Antigen). For bad germs, a nametag is a shape rather than a written name. The bad germ 
fighters (Antibodies) have a section at the top where one specific bad germ fits, like a jigsaw puzzle—once the bad germ fighters (Antibodies) “read” 
the shape nametag, they can start attacking the bad germ!

• You, the educator, will be playing as Aunty Jenn. Before you pick up a shape card (Antigen), decide if you will say “Aunty Jenn Says…(shape name)” 
or just “(shape name)”. The learners will play as the bad germ fighters (Antibodies) and will have to make a match for the shape, like a jigsaw puzzle, 
with their hands or body. But only when Aunty Jenn says so, otherwise it may have been an “overreaction” and they must sit down!



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: -1 Health Point

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A HEALTH POINT? Ty was just born! While Ty was born healthy, because they are a newborn, their immune system 
hasn’t been in the germy world long enough to learn how to stop the bad germs that make one sick. Ty is also still too young to get a shot to 
protect against those germs.

• HOW CAN WE GET THE POINT BACK? 

• Prompting Question: Who can we ask to help Ty out when they are at-risk of getting sick?

• Example Answer: Ty’s community can help! When enough people get their shots in a community, they can protect at-risk people like Ty 
from getting the disease they got their shots against. It is kind of like a big invisible circle of protection that we call community immunity. 
We may want to remind Ty’s community to get up to date on their shots, maybe through the local newspaper or radio station. 



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +2 Health Points 

• WHY IS THIS WORTH HEALTH POINTS? At two months old, it is time for Ty to get their first round of shots. Shots, also 
known as vaccines, are a type of medicine that help prevent us from getting certain diseases. As a Nova Scotian, Ty is 
offered protection from many terrible diseases, like whooping cough, polio, and pneumonia! Many of these shots needs 
a second round to work, which Ty will get later in infancy. 



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: -1 Health Point, -1 Knowledge Point

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A HEALTH POINT? Ty is almost four months old and needs to get a second round of some shots to make sure they keep working for 
a long time. Due to the show, Ty’s parents think they might put off the appointment, which puts the child at risk of becoming very sick with the diseases that we 
can prevent with shots. 

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A KNOWLEDGE POINT? This TV show made Ty’s parents doubt how safe shots (vaccines) are and doubt science overall. It did not 
give balanced information about the benefits and risks of getting shots. The TV host is not an expert in vaccine science, but because they are a public figure, Ty’s 
parents trusted them. 

• HOW CAN WE GET THE POINTS BACK? 

• Prompting Question: How do you think we could get Ty’s parents back on track to wanting to get Ty the right shots on schedule? 

• Example Answer: We can give Ty’s parents balanced information about the benefits and risks of shots at a young age and remind them that the benefits 
hugely outweigh the risks. We could call the TV show and ask them to update the bad information they gave out. 



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +1 Knowledge Point

• ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION: This activity will have learners see that there are many types of germs out there, but we only need to avoid the bad ones that cause disease. 
Some small germ-like creatures can actually help us, like in the case of yeast, which they will get to see in action with this experiment.

• ACTIVITY STEPS:

• Explain to your learners that the yeast in each bottle is in a type of sleeping mode and needs to be woken up. Remind learners that yeast is a safe tiny 
organism to handle and we use it in the kitchen to bake bread. 

• First, give them the option of waking the yeast up with cold or warm water (add 1 c. warm water to the bottles labelled WARM and 1 c. cold to the bottles 
labelled COLD). Swirl. Then, have them decide if they should give the yeast a snack to help wake it up or not (add 2 tbsp of sugar to the bottle labeled COLD, 
SUGAR and 2 tbsp to the bottle labeled WARM, SUGAR). Swirl. Quickly cover each bottle with a balloon to capture the yeast’s favourite activity once awake—
farting out carbon dioxide gas! 

• Have the learners guess which one will make the most gas (was woken up in the best way). Leave the bottles to the side and check results in about 10 minutes. 



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +1 Health Point, +1 Knowledge Point 

• WHY IS THIS WORTH A KNOWLEDGE POINT? Ty is learning that it is not only important to respect the health of others, 
but that it is also partly their responsibility to keep others safe through one’s actions. Additionally, Ty is learning how 
disease gets transferred between humans; often it is through fluids in our body, like the snot in our nose, or the spit in 
our mouth.

• WHY IS THIS WORTH A HEALTH POINT? Ty is keeping everyone safe at the daycare by applying this information. As we 
learned, bad germs can live in our snot and spit, and we can pass those on easily if we stick our fingers in our mouth 
and nose and touch others (or common items like tables or toys) without washing up first. This is because soap or hand 
sanitizer can break up those bad germs, and the water washes them down the drain!



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: -1 Health Point

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A HEALTH POINT? Ty has activated a protection system in the body called the immune system by 
getting some germs from a sick friend. While the immune system eventually gets Ty back to tip-top shape, during the fight 
against the virus Ty gets a cough, sneezes a lot, and feels achy. 

• HOW CAN WE GET THE POINTS BACK? 

• Prompting Question: How do we get better when we have a cold and make sure we don’t spread it around?

• Example Answer: Unlike those friends, Ty should stay at home to slow down the chance of getting other people sick. 
While at home, Ty might have lots of liquids like water, juice and soup, sleep, and maybe even take some cough medicine 
to feel better. 



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: -1 Health Point, -1 Knowledge Point

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A HEALTH POINT? Products that say they are "natural" remedies like essential oils, soothing teas, and healing crystals generally are 
not proven by science to work. While they often do not directly hurt the body, they can hurt Ty in the long run if they are used instead of treatment that works. 

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A KNOWLEDGE POINT? Everything is made of chemicals, even things we think of as natural, like plants and teas and our own 
bodies. Whether chemicals are safe or not depends on how much you take—even water is a chemical that we need to live but if we had too much it would be 
fatal. Ty's parents are being tricked into thinking “natural” means better. Additionally, there is no known cure for the common cold as the product states there is. 

• HOW CAN WE GET THE POINTS BACK? 

• Prompting Question: How could we help Ty’s parents realize that “natural” doesn’t always mean “healthy”, “safer”,  or “better”? 

• Example Answer: We can help promote media from a reputable source like a doctor. We can ask big online companies to shut down sites that promote
misinformation. We can teach Ty’s parents about the “appeal-to-nature” bias these companies are using to make them buy their product.



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD:  +1 Knowledge Point

• ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION: In this experiment, learners will learn how to make one of the side effects of having a cold: snot! 

• ACTIVITY STEPS:

• Start the kettle (if using).

• Explain to learners that snot is sticky and goopy because it helps trap bad germs (kind of like bad germ flypaper). When sick with 
the common cold, snot-making factories in the body go into overdrive to trap bad germs and keep them out of the lungs. 

• Grab your heatproof container and explain that inside is snot powder. Add ½ c. very hot water to the container and stir. Add in the 
corn syrup and a few drops of green food colouring and stir until stringy pieces form. 



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: -1 Health Point

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A HEALTH POINT? The fear and anxiety around needles could be a barrier to Ty getting all the shots they need. 

• HOW CAN WE GET THE POINTS BACK? 

• Prompting Question: What might help Ty get over their fear? What do you like to know/do when you’re nervous or anxious? 

• Example Answer: Ty might like to have a plan for vaccination day. Something called the CARD system can be a great help with this, which is 
explained briefly in this video. First, let’s think about what might make Ty Comfortable: maybe wearing short sleeves or tensing leg 
muscles. Then, think about what Ty might want to Ask the nurse: maybe Ty wants to know what vaccine they are getting. Next, Ty might 
think about what they plan to do to Relax: maybe some deep breathing or having a trusted friend come with. Finally, Ty could think about 
Distractions that would help, such as playing a game on their iPad, listening to music, or singing. 

https://assets.aboutkidshealth.ca/AKHAssets/CARD-StudentHandout.pdf
https://youtu.be/nC63KEK2rVg


• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: -1 Knowledge Point, -1 Health Point

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A HEALTH POINT? Ty might feel like getting a shot would be outside of the social norm, outside of what is “cool” 
and might be a barrier to getting all the shots needed.  

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A KNOWLEDGE POINT? Ty is getting some bad information from a peer that might cause doubt in science.

• HOW CAN WE GET THE POINTS BACK? 

• Prompting Question: Who might Ty talk to about this negative peer influence?

• Example Answer: We can talk to a trusted adult about this peer pressure.  We might do some research about how important vaccines are, 
the millions of lives they have saved since they were invented, and how most Canadians are fully vaccinated, even the “cool” ones like 
Sidney Crosby. 



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +2 Health Points, +1 Knowledge Point 

• WHY IS THIS WORTH HEALTH POINTS? If enough people get a vaccine in a population, it can help protect those who can’t get 
vaccinated. We call this community immunity. Ty feels a social responsibility to keep other safe because Ty loves older folks like 
their grandparents and because Ty knows that others kept them safe when they were too young to get vaccines. For this 
reason, despite some fears, Ty gets the Tdap-IPV shot, and supports friends in getting their shots as well. 

• WHY IS THIS WORTH A KNOWLEDGE POINT? Ty is learning that older people have a less active immune system. Sometimes 
they can't get vaccines because of this and might get sick more often. They may also struggle to get to a care facility to get the 
health care they need or have financial difficulties after retirement that could reduce their likelihood of seeking treatment. Ty 
learns that they can keep older folks like grandparents safe by getting vaccinated!



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +1 Knowledge Point 

• ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION: In this activity, learners will learn more about the bad germ that causes the Chickenpox, by reading a short sequence of its DNA (the 
instruction manual for the germ) to reveal a secret viral message! 

• ACTIVITY STEPS:

• Hand out one DNA Secret Code and one DNA Legend per learner/group. 

• Explain to learners that each bead colour on the DNA Secret Code represents a part of the DNA. In order to read it, they must move left to right, three 
beads at a time (Codon). To know what letter the three colours in order represent, check the DNA Legend. 

• Try the 3-bead sequence together (should be blue, red, green). First, line up the first colour, blue, with BEAD 1 on the legend and keep your finger on it. 
Then, line up the second colour, red, with BEAD 2 on the legend. Finally, find the last colour in your sequence, in this case green. That tells you to START! 

• Once they have found the secret code (VACCINE), learners can colour in the final three beads to make a STOP. 



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +1 Knowledge Point 

• WHY IS THIS WORTH A KNOWLEDGE POINT? Ty learns from their friend that the medicine they were taking (Antibiotics) 
only works to kill bacteria, which is what caused the strep throat, not viruses (like the ones which give you a cold or the 
chickenpox). Ty’s friend said the doctor told him he had to take all the medicine as prescribed to make sure the bacteria 
doesn’t become resistant to (or is no longer able to be killed by) the antibiotic. This helps make sure antibiotics keep
working for other people who get strep throat.



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: -1 Health Point, -1 Knowledge Point

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A KNOWLEDGE POINT? From this YouTube video, made by Ty’s favourite creator, Ty hears the presenter say that bad germs are 
“fake news” and are actually an alien plot to bring down the human race. The presenter tells Ty to buy their “Alien Defender Spray” for only $29.99. Ty is 
doubting what they have learned from classes and medical professionals.

• WHY MIGHT THIS TAKE AWAY A HEALTH POINT? With this information, Ty might not be as careful around germs if they think they are fake.

• HOW CAN WE GET THE POINTS BACK? 

• Prompting Question: Who might Ty go to in order to decide if this information is real or fake? 

• Example Answer: We could bring this video to a trusted adult. We could apply the TRAAP test à Timeliness (no date), Relevance (not relevant to the 
research topic about Mars), Accuracy (Ty knows from other reliable sources that aliens are not real; plus, the video has a lot of grammatical mistakes), 
Author (“TheIKnowMoreThanYouDude", who has no credentials in the science of germs and is known for silly videos), and Purpose (the video seems to 
be trying to sell something instead of giving good information). After this evaluation, Ty is sure the information is false.



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +2 Health Points

• WHY IS THIS WORTH HEALTH POINTS? The HPV shot, offered to Grade 7s in Nova Scotia, is protecting Ty from many 
types of cancer! Ty is also contributing to community immunity against HPV.



• POINTS FOR THIS CARD: +1 Knowledge Point

• ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION: In this activity, learners will understand that one of the most common ways to spread germs from one person to another is through the 
droplets in our sneezes and coughs.

• ACTIVITY STEPS:

• Explain to the learners that the bottle represents Elaine, who isn’t feeling very well, and that the spray top represents Elaine’s nose and mouth. 
Unfortunately, we can’t see sneezes or coughs very well (spray a small amount of water from the bottle to show how transparent it is) and we certainly 
can’t see the bad germs taking a ride on the spit and snot coming from them.

• Note you are going to add something to Elaine’s sneeze juice to make it visible (add in several drops of green food colouring). Attach a piece of white 
paper 2m away from the bottle and spray it to show that the sneeze traveled and along with it, any bad germs. 

• Have learners shout out suggestions on how to best stop the cough or sneeze (such as sneezing into the elbow, using a tissue or a mask) and see how 
effective they are by spraying the bottle again on a fresh sheet of paper with the intervention of choice. 


